Shows heaven to be a core element of our faith
• Helps readers rediscover how heaven is
relevant to every area of their lives
• Speaks to those seeking meaning and purpose
• Clear, engaging writing brought to life by
anecdotes and illustrations
• Ideal for church study groups or discussion
groups

Bringing Heaven Down to Earth
Connecting This Life to the Next

Nathan L. K. Bierma
Many Christians are like runners that don’t think about the finish
line. We profess heaven to be eternally important, and then live as
if it doesn’t exist. Our hope for heaven is often washed away by
the details of daily life.
In Bringing Heaven Down to Earth, Nathan Bierma shows readers
how heaven can be a relevant and meaningful part of our
Christian faith and service. With this new outlook on our eternal
destiny, we can live with godly purpose in our vocation, citizenship, recreation, and worship.

Endorsements
“Bierma is a rising star in an emerging generation of evangelical commentators on the issues of cultural life…a first-rate theological mind at work.” — Richard Mouw
“…an engaging, provocative, and practical book on human beings’ responsibility to be agents of renewal in the world.”
— Quentin Schultze, author of Communicating for Life

Book Info

About the Author

Contents

October
$13.99

Nathan Bierma is communications and
research coordinator for the Calvin
Institute of Christian Worship and a
contributing editor to Books & Culture.
His weekly column appears in the
Chicago Tribune.

1. Lost in the Cornfield: Hope in Crisis
2. On Purpose: Meaning in Crisis
3. Music of the Sphere: Heaven on Earth
4. Beating Our Swords: The Greatest Commission
5.“Nurseries of Virtue”: An Urban Heaven
6. Future Presence: God With Us
7. Thinking “Big”: Connecting Heavenly Hope to
Daily Life
8. Alien Ambassadors: Living as Citizens of Heaven
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232 pages
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Addresses the unique challenges and dangers of growing
up in a Christian environment

Growing Up Christian
Have You Taken Ownership of Your Relationship with God?

Karl Graustein
with Mark Jacobsen
Do you know teens that appeared to be Christians in high school,
but later walked away from their faith? Young Christians that party
on Saturday night and put on their Sunday best for church the next
morning? High school students that are attracted to the values and
practices of the world?
Growing Up Christian is a unique resource that addresses the many
issues that challenge teens growing up in a Christian environment.
Packed full of practical suggestions, Growing Up Christian will help
teens overcome these dangers and grow in their faith and love for
God. Youth ministers, teachers, and parents will find here a helpful
resource to use with 15- to 18-year-olds.

Book Info

About the Authors

September
$14.99

Karl Graustein is the Middle School
Principal and Head of Faculty and
Curriculum Development for grades K12 at Covenant Life School in
Gaithersburg, Maryland.
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240 pages
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Mark Jacobsen is a graduate of the
USAF Academy in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. He is a pilot and a writer.
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available >> September

• A book especially for teens that have grown up in a Christian
environment
• Challenges teens to grow in their faith and make it their own
• An excellent study for youth groups and Sunday school classes
• Includes self-tests, discussion questions, thought starters and
practical suggestions in every chapter
Endorsements
“As a ‘church kid’ myself, I know the dangers that accompany being so familiar with the things of God
that you take them for granted. . . .[this] book is one that can shake teenagers and parents out of a false
sense of safety and ignite a much-needed spiritual passion.”
—Joshua Harris
“Growing Up Christian will provide a shot of encouragement to those uncounted teens who have grown
up immersed in Christianity.”
—Ken Smitherman, President of Association of Christian Schools International

Sovereign Grace Music
Each chapter also concludes with lyrics to worship songs written by Sovereign Grace Music, the creative
force behind such songs as “In the Presence,” “I Stand in Awe,” “Before the Throne of God,” and many
more. Many of the songs used in Growing Up Christian are available for download in a MP3 format.
See www.growingupchristian.com for more information.

Excerpt
Can you relate to Kara, Matt, or Tim? Kara had a strong, sincere faith, but found herself ensnared in
sin. Matt had always considered himself a Christian, but at the age of 19 realized that he wasn’t. Tim
claimed to be a Christian, but his craving for popularity led to serious compromises when he reached
college. Each grew up in a Christian home, yet faced particular challenges and temptations. They were
wrestling with the desires of their hearts and trying to find their own faith.
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available >> November

Thirty-one devotions on true, exciting stories from history
• Helps children learn from other’s past
mistakes and victories
• Questions at the end of each story encourage
children to think deeply about relevant
issues
• Includes eight full-page illustrations

Amazing Stories from Times Past
Devotions for Children and Families

Christine Farenhorst
Illustrator: Steven Mitchell
The lives of both Christians and unbelievers of the past teach us
through their examples. In this second volume especially prepared
for family and children’s devotions, Christine Farenhorst once again
captivates readers with her remarkable and unusual stories from history. Each devotion includes insightful questions and will encourage
readers to talk about what God has done in their own lives and in
the lives of Christians from years gone by.

Praise for The Great Escape
“Winsomely reminds us of God’s loving and wise purposes that break down the fences of our unbelief and penetrate details of
history. Every adult and child will see that we are not our own, but belong to our Savior Jesus Christ.”
—Norm Bomer, God’s World Publications

Book Info

About the Author

November
$8.99

Christine Farenhorst is a contributing
writer for Christian Renewal. Among
her books are two collections of short
stories, Suffer Annie Spence and The
Letter Child, and a novel, Before My
Mother’s Womb.
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available >> September

Great stories for family devotions and bedtime reading
• Shows how the stories of the Bible are
really one story of redemption
• Emphasizes what we learn about God,
not just what we learn about individual
characters in the Bible
• Includes 40 illustrations and discussion
questions

Grandpa’s Box
Retelling the Biblical Story of Redemption

Starr Meade
Illustrator: Bruce Van Patter
Learn along with Marc and Amy as Grandpa uses his special box of
wooden carvings to illustrate the wonderful stories of the Bible to
children. From Genesis to Revelation, Grandpa shows how the stories of the Bible fit as episodes in the one story of God’s redemption of his people. Children will come away with a deeper understanding of God’s plan of redemption told throughout all of
Scripture. Even those children who already know the stories of the
Bible will learn more about God and his plan for saving his people.
Ages 9-12.

Book Info

About the Author

September
$13.99

Starr Meade and her husband teach 6th
grade Sunday school at Camelback
Bible Church. They have raised three
children and have one grandson. They
live in Mesa, Arizona.
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A biblically-based, practical guide to anger management
• Anger is a universal problem, and believers
and unbelievers alike need help in dealing
with it
• Shows how anger is a deep-rooted, heart
issue
• Includes engaging examples and practical
case studies
• Each chapter includes discussion and
application questions

Uprooting Anger
Biblical Help for a Common Problem

Robert D. Jones
Everyone experiences anger, but few of us handle it in a Christ-centered way or know how to help others biblically. We need something
better than our own moral efforts and resolutions if we really want to
rid our hearts of deep-rooted anger. In this biblically-based, practical
guide to anger management, Robert D. Jones focuses on changing the
underlying motivations and beliefs of the heart that drive angry behavior. By uprooting these heart problems, readers will learn to handle
their anger and see the fruit of thorough and lasting change. Ideal for
either personal or group study, Uprooting Anger includes discussion and
application questions in each chapter.

Book Info

About the Author

November
$13.99

Robert D. Jones is assistant professor of
biblical counseling at Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary. Jones is
the author of the Resources for
Changing Lives booklets Forgiveness,
Angry at God? and Bad Memories.
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232 pages
Paper (5 3/8 x 8 1/2)
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Contents Include
What Is Anger?
Is Your Anger Really Righteous?
Getting to the Heart of Anger
Changing Our Angry Behavior
Anger against God
Anger against Yourself
Helping Others
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The second book in the powerful Strength for Life Series
• Helps believers diminish their pride and
develop humility
• Extensively cites and draws on Scripture
• Written by a prominent biblical counselor

Humility

The Forgotten Virtue

Wayne Mack
with Joshua Mack
Most sins turn us away from God, but pride is a direct attack upon
God. It lifts our hearts above Him and against Him. Pride seeks to
dethrone God and enthrone itself. How can Christians fight against
this sin and develop genuine humility?
In this helpful book, Wayne Mack guides readers through Scripture
and shows us how we can take steps to develop humility and diminish the destructive pride in our lives. Readers will find here a
resource that is practical, well illustrated, and relevant to their lives.

Endorsement
“It’s always with confidence and joy that I recommend Wayne Mack’s books. When you read them you know that you’ve just
spent valuable time with our Lord and his powerful Word.”
—Elyse Fitzpatrick, author of Idols of the Heart.

Book Info

About the Author

September
$10.99

Wayne A. Mack is adjunct professor of
biblical counseling at The Master’s
College and director of Strengthening
Ministries International. He is the
author of more than ten books, including the best-selling Strengthening Your
Marriage.

0-87552-639-X
184 pages
Paper (5 3/8 x 8 1/2)
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available >> November

Motivates Christians to stop inappropriate judging
• Educates readers about “judging” and
“legalism,” errors addressed repeatedly in the
New Testament
• Helps readers know when to judge and when
not to judge
• Concludes with two case studies:
(1) entertainment and the popular arts and
(2) public entertainment

Who Are You to Judge?
The Dangers of Judging and Legalism

Dave Swavely
The sins of legalism and judging cause many of the interpersonal
conflicts we experience as believers. Plaguing many of our Christian
institutions, from churches to schools to families, these attitudes
and actions sap our spiritual strength and weaken the work of God
in our midst.
This helpful book defines judging and legalism in a biblical manner, and develops two principles: Do not pass judgment before the
time and do not exceed what is written (1 Cor. 4:5–6). Learning to
identify and avoid these sins will help promote peace and joy in the
body of Christ, and encourage us to pursue our unity in faith. All Christians have, at one time or another, borne the
brunt of inappropriate judging and of legalism, and will welcome this book.

Book Info

About the Author

Contents

November
$13.99

Dave Swavely (M.Div., The Master's
Seminary) is the pastor of Faith
Presbyterian Church of Sonoma,
California (PCA) and author of
Decisions, Decisions: How and How Not
to Make Them. He and his wife Jill have
five children.

Introduction
The Case Against Judging
Judgment Day
Cross-Examining Your Judgments
Paul’s Illustration and Definition of Legalism
Two Dangers of Legalism
Pride Questioned and Convicted
Jesus and Legalism
What to Do When Someone Is Different From You
Case Study #1: Entertainment and the Popular Arts
Case Study #2: Public Education
Legalism and the Gospel

1-59638-011-X
224 pages
Paper 5 3/8 x 8 1/2
ECPA: CLV/SPL/GEN • CLV/CLF/SCL
BISAC: REL012000 • REL067000
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A call from Jonathan Edwards to pursue holiness
• Includes three of Edwards’s sermons
• Encourages believers to pursue holiness
• Added chapter divisions, subheadings,
and discussion questions
• Third book in the popular JETR series

Pursuing Holiness in the Lord

Jonathan Edwards
Edited by T. M. Moore

Series: Jonathan Edwards for Today’s Reader
More than volumes 1–2 in this series, Pursuing Holiness in the Lord
explores Edwards’s teaching concerning the believer’s responsibility
for growing in the life of faith, beginning with his role in God’s
work of sanctification.
“Once again God and his grace take center stage . . . as the great
Northampton preacher leads us through three sermons showing
how God is pleased to work out his salvation in the lives of those
who love him,” writes the editor. “But the primary focus is on
what God requires of us, how we must take up our duties and
make the most of every opportunity for improving our relationship
with Jesus Christ.”

Book Info

About the Author

November
$11.99

Jonathan Edwards (1703–1758) was
pastor of the Congregational church in
Northampton, Massachusetts, for about
twenty years. His sermons and books
earned him widespread respect and
continue to inspire readers.

1-59638-012-8
224 pages
Paper (5 3/8 x 8 1/2)
ECPA: CLV/SPL/GEN
BISAC: GEL012000 • REL015000

T. M. Moore (M.Div., Reformed
Theological Seminary) is pastor of
teaching ministries at Cedar Springs
Church, Knoxville.
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Growing in God’s
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A rigorous, integrated exposition for pastors, professors,
and seminarians
• Focuses on a biblical text that is
foundational to all Christian thought
• Sheds light from later OT, intertestamental,
and NT writers
• Written by an author with training and
professional experience in both science and
biblical studies

Genesis 1–4
A Linguistic, Literary, and Theological Commentary

C. John Collins
Much controversy surrounds the opening chapters of Genesis.
They are “ ‘front-loaded’ with all manner of vital topics,” says
C. John Collins, “such as God’s work of creating the world and
mankind; what it means to be human; why our present experience is so different from what we find in Genesis 2; how we come
to know God and to be sure of his love.”
Collins employs a literary-theological method informed by contemporary discourse analysis in order to read passages as coherent
wholes. He shows how later biblical and intertestamental writers
have used Genesis 1–4, and reflects on how these chapters shape a Christian worldview today.

Book Info

About the Author

September
$17.99

C. John Collins (Ph.D., University of
Liverpool) is professor of Old
Testament at Covenant Theological
Seminary. He is the author of The God
of Miracles and Science and Faith.

0-87552-619-5
352 pages
Paper (6 x 9)
ECPA: BST/CMT/COT • CLV/CLF/SCF
BISAC: REL006090 • REL006060
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The second installment in a new series of
expository commentaries
• Presents the primary message of Esther and
Ruth as the suffering and glory of Christ
• An invaluable resource for those who preach,
teach, and seriously study Scripture
• A model and resource for biblical exposition

Esther and Ruth
Reformed Expository Commentary Series

Iain M. Duguid
Does God help those who help themselves? That may seem to be
the message of the books of Esther and Ruth. Yet a closer reading
shows a gracious and sovereign God at work, one who uses obviously flawed people—unable even to help themselves—to rescue
his people and prepare for the coming of Christ.
Esther and Ruth is part of the Reformed Expository Commentary
series, aimed at both pastors and lay teachers. Each volume in the
series provides exposition that gives careful attention to the biblical
text, is doctrinally Reformed, focuses on Christ through the lens of
redemptive history, and applies the Bible to our contemporary setting.

Book Info

About the Author

October
$17.99

Iain M. Duguid (Ph.D., University of
Cambridge) is associate professor of
Old Testament at Westminster
Seminary California. He has written a
number of books on Christ-centered
exposition, including Hero of Heroes.

0-87552-783-3
224 pages
Cloth (6 x 9)
ECPA: BST/CMT/COT
BISAC: REL006060 • REL006030
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available >> May
• The only current, one-volume dictionary of Presbyterianism
• Edited by leading church historians D. G. Hart and Mark A. Noll
• More than 375 entries by more than 140 contributors

Dictionary of the Presbyterian and Reformed Tradition in America
D. G. Hart, General Editor
Mark A. Noll, Consulting Editor
A concise, informative guide to one of the most significant streams of Protestant Christianity in
America. More than 375 entries cover the ideas, events, people, movements, practices, institutions, and denominations that have made up the Presbyterian and Reformed tradition from earliest days to the present. This is an unrevised reprint of the original 1999 edition.

About the Authors

Book Info
May
$16.99
1-59638-021-7
300 pages
Paper (6 x 9)
ECPA: CHM/CHL/CHS • THL/THO/HTL
BISAC: REL097000 • REL067080 •
REL015000

•
•
•
•

D. G. Hart (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University) is director of academic projects and faculty development for the Intercollegiate Studies Institute in Wilmington, Delaware. Among his published works
are Defending the Faith (on J. Gresham Machen).
Mark A. Noll (Ph.D., Vanderbilt University) is McManis Professor of Christian Thought at Wheaton
College. He is the author of numerous works, including America’s God.

One of the great systematic theologies in the modern era
Unabridged text is fully searchable
All Latin, French, and German quotations are translated
New introduction, notes, subheads, glossaries

Dogmatic Theology
CD Edition
William G.T. Shedd, Edited by Alan W. Gomes
The third edition of William G. T. Shedd’s Dogmatic Theology, edited by Alan W. Gomes, is now
available on CD. “Dogmatic Theology is a classic,” writes Gomes. “It is a profound work that sets
forth the deepest themes of religion with a grandeur and majesty of expression that has rarely been
equaled and that never will be outdated.” Gomes considers Dogmatic Theology “one of the finest
theological systems ever produced.” Shedd's discussion of some topics is, writes Gomes,
“unequaled by anything produced by modern evangelicals.” Shedd wrote Dogmatic Theology with
the prayer that it would help “to strengthen the believer's confidence in [divine] revelation and to
incline the unbeliever to exercise faith in it.”

Book Info

About the Authors

May
$59.99

William G. T. Shedd (1820–1894) was an eminent theologian of his era and a professor at Union
Theological Seminary in New York for twenty-eight years.

1-59638-024-1
992 pages
CD
ECPA: THL/SYS/GEN
BISAC: REL067000
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Alan W. Gomes (Ph.D., Fuller Theological Seminary) is associate professor of historical theology at
Talbot School of Theology, Biola University.
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The definitive collection of letters written from
Geerhardus Vos
• Includes 84 letters written by Geerhardus Vos
from 1883 to 1946, published together for
the first time
• Letters to Kuyper, Bavinck, Warfield,
Machen, and others
• The fullest biographical article yet on Vos
• Includes a bibliography of Vos’s writings

The Letters of Geerhardus Vos

Geerhardus Vos
Edited by James T. Dennison Jr

Geerhardus Vos, a pioneer in biblical theology, continues to influence Bible students today. Widely known for his scholarship on
Vos, editor James T. Dennison Jr. here collects, for the first time,
all of Vos’s extant letters. Many of these letters were written to such
luminaries as Abraham Kuyper, Herman Bavinck, B. B. Warfield,
and J. Gresham Machen. The editor’s notes to each letter assist the
reader in understanding references in them.

Book Info

About the Author

Contents

November
$29.99

Geerhardus Vos (1862–1949) became
the first professor of biblical theology at
Princeton Theological Seminary in
1893, retiring in 1932. Among his
writings are Biblical Theology and The
Pauline Eschatology.

Preface
Introduction: The Life of Geerhardus Vos
The Writings of Geerhardus Vos: A
Bibliography
Letters of Geerhardus Vos
Poetry of Geerhardus Vos
Index

0-87552-187-8
300 pages
Hardback (6 x 9)
ECPA: THL/THO/HTL • INS/CHI/BIO
BISAC: BIO018000 • REL015000

James T. Dennison Jr. is academic dean
and professor of church history and
biblical theology at Northwest
Theological Seminary.
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The Reformation Study Bible
R. C. Sproul, general editor

“The Reformation Study Bible will be around for awhile—perhaps generations.
The great truths that it highlights are always waiting there to be mined again and
again by a new generation.”
— Michael S. Horton
“The gold standard for study Bibles.”
— Philip Graham Ryken
“The Reformation Study Bible is a wonderful guide for anyone who desires to
understand the great, historical doctrines of the church embedded in God's Word.”
— Joni Eareckson Tada
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$39.99, 0-87552-643-8 (hardcover)
$69.99, 0-87552-786-8 (black leather)
$69.99, 0-87552-787-6 (burgundy leather)
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